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THE COOLUlG OF BURNING KEROSTIIIS BY WATER SPRAYS

by

D. J. Rasbash,

SUI!!mary

Tests have been carried out in which water sprays, initiallJ' at room
teoPerature and ra.nging in drop sizes from 0.3 to 1. 7mm and in delivery rate
from 0 - 2.0 g.cm-2 min-1 were applied to two kerosine fires burning in '
vessels 11 and 30 em diameter. With the larger fire the pressure at whiclh.
the spray Was produced varied between 5-85 Ib/in2• In general the temper(\~e
a little beLow the surface of the kerosine reached a steady value glower,
than the temperature which would have been reached without spraying. g
decreased as the flow rate reaching the kerosine surface increased. The
now rate required to reduce g to the fire pcdrrt , under whi ch conditions
extinction took place, was. approxirnately proportional to the drop size of
the apray and independent o'f the size of the fire. g did not depend notice
ably on the pressure at which the spray was produced. Some conditions of '
spraying brought about; a marked intensi'fication of the fire bY splashing and
gave rise to high values of G. The phenomena observed have been discussed
on the basis of a heat baLance between the heat entering the liquid from the
flcures and the heat passing from the liquid to the spray drops.
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THE COOLING OF BURNING KEROSINE BY WATER SPRAYS

by

D. J. Rasbash

Introduction

Water sprays have been used for many years in extinguishing fires in
liquids, par-~icule.rly in those liq\lids with fire points considerably
higher than room temperature. However, little informution is available
which gives the effect of spray properties on the extinguishing efficiency
or allows a basic Wlderstandins of the way extinction takes place. If the
liquid has a fire point which is higher than thc temperature of the water
used, a possible mechanism of extinction is by cooling, since if the ,
temperature at the vaporising surface is reduced to below the fire point,
the fire cannot continue to burn. During the course of a ser-i.e s of
investigations on the effect of water sprays on liquid fires, measurements
were made on the temperature reached near the surface of burning kerosine
when acted upon by water sprays of different properties. The results
which are presented in this note allow a broad picture to be drawn of the
way in which a burning liquid can be cooled and extinguished by water spray.

Experimental

Two forms of apparatus were used, one with the fire burning in an 11cm.
diameter vcssel (fire A) and the other in a 300m diameter vessel (fire B.)
With fire A the sprays were produced with a battery of hypodermic needles (1),
an apparatus giving a spray of fairly uniform drop size, :placed 120 em above
the fire. With fire B two batteries of impinging jets (2) placed 170em above
the fire weJe used. "Both these forms of apparatus could give a range of
rates of flow of water spray of different drop sizes' at the fire area; with
the impinging jet apparatus the pressure at whach the spray Was produced
could also be 'varied.

With both fires, before all tests the kerosine was present ,as a 6 em.
layer floating on water; the firc Vias allOl'led to burn for eight minutes
and the spray was then applied either for a further twelve minutes, or until
extinction if this took place sooner. During the whole test, the surface of
the liquid was kept at a constant distance of 2.0 (± O.1)cm. below the top
of the vessel by means of a levelling system. It was measured in most tests
at points 5mm and 6 om below the surface of the kerosine by means of copper
constantan thermocouple pencils which passed vertically upwards through the
bottom of the vessef., In some tests, however, the upper thermocouple was
placed in the surface of the burning liquid. These vertical thermocouple
pencils had the disad'l'antage of giving low readings When there was a steep
temperature gradient present in the oil, because of conduction along, the
pencil, and the corrections had to be applied in estimating the temperatures
given in the results. With fire'B, specially designed thermocouples were
used (3), which 'read accurately in steep temperature gradients; in all tests
these thermocouples were placed 3mm and 6.0 ems below the liquid surface.
During the period of spray application the lower thermocouple was in the
water layer below the kerosine.'

The fire points of the kerosine as measured by the Cleveland open cup
method (I.P. method 36/55), were 610C and 580C for the tests with fires A
and B respectively, and under the particular conditions of the exper-iments
the normal burning rates were 0.061 and 0.93 g.ClI!"'2min-1 respectively.
Further details of the properties of fire B have been given elsewhere (3).
The water used for spray was initially at room temperature which varied from
13 - 230C for the tests With fire A and 16 - 220C with fJJ;e B. '

In addition to measurements of temperature, the effect of the sprays on
the rate of burning of the fire and on the fraction of water spray applied
which penetrated through the flames and the kerosine layer were also deter
mined. Details of the methods of measurement and the results have been given
elseWhere (2, 4.)
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CONTINUATION

General Observations

In most tests the application of the spray brought about; a reduction in
the size of the flame. When coarse sprays were used there was usually a
certain amount of splashing of the burning liquid into the flame; this
augmented the rate of burning and also made the flame burn more brightly.
At 101"1 flow rates of spray, fine sprays also produced a sputtering effect
on the hot kerosine, but there was marked reduction in the amount of sputter-
ing as the flow rate of these fine sprays increased.. In those tests in •.
which no extinction took place, fa:'rly' steady oonditions .were usually reached
within 3 to 4 minutes of the begannfng of application of spray. With some i
of the finer sprays, however, of drop size less than O~5 to O.6mm., occasional ..,
clearances of the flame over part, of' the area of the flre were observed during .
the application of the spray.

Tests in Which extinction took place could be divided into two groups.
In group 1 the flames wore reduced gradually in size until in the last
stages prior to extinotio:l they existed either as small edge flames or as
thin bJlle flames which moved, rapidly about the liquid surface. After
extinction the liquid was not reignited immediately when a lighted: taper was
placed near the liquid surface. ,The extinctions in group 2 were, usually
obtained with fine sprays and although there ste« a certain reduction of the
size of the flames before extinction, the extinction was preceded by a
sudden clearance of flame. The application'of a lighted taper near the

,surface after'extinctiOn gave immediate reignitiOn.

Tests without extinction

..
,.'-
•

,-

.T~,mperature read~.' In those tests in 'ilhich there was no extinction the
temperature indicated by the thermocouple near the surface reached a fairly
steady value after about 3 to,6 minutes of spray application. The temperatur'e
6 ems. bela.1 the surface also t ended to a steady value but quite often did
not reach this during the 12 minutes in 'which the spray was applied. An
exampLe of a temperature-time record is shown in Figure 1. '

Figures 2 and 3 show for fires A and B respectively, the relation:, '
, between the mean temperature (Q) reached' below, the surface of the li'quid'

,and the mean rate, of, flow of spray to the fire (m) for sprays of different
drop' size D. : The terrqJeratllre Q was the mean calculated over the last 5 :
minutes of the test and: refers to a position 5 and 3 mm. bel~J the surface
for 'fires A and: B respectively~, In general, the terrqJerature Was fairly

.consuent .over. the· 5 minute period from which the mean was taken. ,The rate
of flow m was .bhe mean estimated from the amount of water collected below
the .kez-osdne l'ayer af':ter the' t,est. According to the properties of the,spray
used the, value of m varied:, between 20 and 90 per cent of the flow rate to
the: 'liquid surface in the absence ,of fire. m may be taken to be an estimate

'of,the flow ,rate of spray ,which reached the liquid ~urface during the'combus
tiOnof the fire and when the temperature below the sur-race was Q. '

, Figures 2 and 3 show that for a given dr-op size D, Q was reduced as m
increased and also in general for a given :value of m, Q was reduced as D
decreased, Figure 3 also shows that for giyen values .orm 'and D, Q did not
depend significantly upon' the pressure at which the spray was produced; Q
did not therefore depend markedly en the velocity with which the drops
approached the burning liquid, which depended on the preasures

A',numberof,tests,niarl<:ed: 'S' in Figure 3, repres,enting tests in'ilhich
, intense'splashing,oocurred, were excluded when drawing the best curves thr()\].gh

the points',for, a given drop size., In these tests ll. higher value of Q wae
obtained than in,tests with sprays of similar drop size, and, flow rate, but
in Which intense splashing was not produced;

" ' Figure' 4 shows the rate of flow required at different drop sizes to, ,
.. reduce the temperature 9 near the liquid surface to given values. The curves

were obtained by, interpolation 'and extrapo],ation of the curves in Figures 2
and 3. Figure 4 shows that for given 'high values of Q, m increased t(ith D

N.B. All drop sizes referred to are mass median drop sizes.

I
~
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but not very markedly at coarse drop sizes; However, as 0 was reduced, then
for a given value of 0, m tended to become directJy proportional to D
throughout the: whole range of drop sizes. Figure 4 shows that for a given
drop size of spray, the f101I rates required to reduce the temperature Q near
the surf'ace to given values was similar for the two fires. However, above
a value of Q of about 70 0e fire B r-equd.red a slightJY higher flow rate than
fire A, but below this temperature fire A required a higher flow rate than
fire B.

Figure 5 shows the temperature ¢ of the water which passed through the
ke~osine layer, as indicat~d by the thermocouple 60mm belan the.surface,
plotted against the' steady tamperature Q reached near the surface. Only
those tests in wha ch ~ reached a steady value during the 12 minute period
of spray application, have been included in Figure 5.

For a~iven value of 0 there was no significant difference between the
value of fJ obtained for the two fires and no distinction between tre .two
fires has been indicated in Figure 6. The drop size of the spray had some
effect on~. Above a drop size of 0.6 rom the temperature of the water
decreased somewhat as t.'le drop size of the spray was increased. However,
against this trend, a number of points shoVin for sprays of drop size less
than 0.6 mm diameter gave water temperatures somewhat less than those
obtained for sprays of drop size between 0.6 - 0.9 mm, The former points
represented sprays in which there were momenbary clearances of flame during
the application of the spray.

Height of f1~!l.~. In the tests with fire B, visual observations were made of
the heLghc of the f'Larres and these have been plotted in Figure 6 against the
steady temperature 0 reached 3 rom. below the liquid surface. MOst of the
pof.rrbs in Figure 6 fall about one curve which shows that the flame height
decreased as Q decreased. This curve may be extrapolated back ·to a zero
height of flame at a temperature 0 between 60 and 70 0e. A number of the
pcdzrt s fall well above the curve; in all the tests appropriate to these
po.lrrcs intense splashing was observed.

Dr..£J2 size of spray causing intense splashing. In the above results reference
has been made to certain tests in Which intense splashing occurred.
Although most sprays gave rise to a certain amount of splashing, intense
splashing was said to occur when the consumption of kerosine during the test
was as great or greater th= that occuring in the tests without spray.
With fire A this happened when the drop size of the spray was greater than
1.5 mm, In this case the drops may be considered as. mereJy having fallen
from the hypodermic needles.

With fire B the drop size at which intense splashing occurred depended
on the pressure at which the spray was produced and was given by equation 1.

= 5.0 -----------.----(1)

:,...

•

where P was the pressure from 5 - 85 Ib/in2 and D the "splashing" drop size
in millimetres. If it is assumed that the velocity of the drops hitting the
kerosine was proportional to the square root of the pressure, tren equation
1 indicates that for intense splashing to occur, the kinetic energy of the
drops had to exceed a certain constant value.

Extbcti~

The temperature at the moment of extinction as indicated by the upper
thermocouple is given in Table 1 for group 1 extinctions.

.,
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Table 1

Temperature near surface at moment. of extinction
Gz-oup 1 Extine-'tions'

, I
Dista.'lce of Range of temperature Mean

Fire thermocouple No. of tests at moment of temperature Fire
b,31:Y.';' s'u:c'i'aco e~ctinctian at extinction point

(mIll) OC OC OC
i,
1--,

A 5 6 56 - 68 60.8~ 61

A 0 5 52 - 69 60.0,

B 3 7 61 - 69 63.5 58

-;

These c~~j;i:Y.:'Gions were acht.eved mainly by cooling the liquid to the
reGion of the firc poi.'lt; after none of tihem was immediate reignition
achf.eved when a lighted taper was brought close to tbs surface. However,
Table 1 indicates that with firo B the temperature near the surfaae at extino
tion was consistentJy slightly higher than the measured fire point; this .
may be ascribed to acmcwhab different heat transfer oonditions between the
30 em, vee so.L in w1:ich the extinctions took,place and the 6.4 em. vessel in
which tro ere poilr~ was me asured,

With group 2 'extinctions, the temperature at the moment of extillotion
was usually well above 80 0c, These extinctions canno't be ascribed to
cooling a.Ione , and they will be discussed elsewhere.

In Fig'.ll'C 7, points have been plotted for both fires ahowing the relation.
bC'i;ween m and D for' the group 1 extinctions and also for a number of tests
i.."1 whi.ch a substantial amount of cooling took place -I'/ithout extinction.. . '

-'

I

~.

••• (2)., .
illvestigation may be

• ••m ;:; 1.550 .
DISCUSSION

The ma.ln results of the preceding experimental
summarised briefJy as folIous:

For those tests in which there was no extinction the value of m plotted
is as def'Lned above. Hcwever-, for those which did give extillction, the
actual rate of flow in the absence of firG has been used.. The reason for
this is that these fires cannob be regarded as havi.ng reached steady condit-
ions and in the last stages of burning the flanes were so small as to have
had an insignificant effect in reducing the rate of flow of spray to the .
kerosine. Curve (i) indicates the limit above which extillction took place.
This curve inay be compared with (ii) and (iii) which were obtained by
extrapolating the curves relating the temperature and the flow rate. shown
ill Figures 2 and..3 to temperatures of 60 and 63.5°C respectiveJy; these
temperatures are the mean liquid temperatures at extinction for the two fires
as indicated. by table 1. The fair agreement in positions between curve (i)
and ,the curves (ii) .and (iii) illdicate that extinction by coaling to the fire

, point was ill these. tests an extension of a process of cooling to steady
conditions, which' took place when the fire was not extinguished. Curve 1
has peen drawn as a sd.ngl,e curve for the two different fires since the position
of the extinction and non-extinction points do not warrant any distinction '" .
being made, For practioal purposes, over the rangll of drop sizes oonsidered -
(0.35 - 1.4 mm), the critical value of m (ill g.Clll-~-1) to pr-oduce extinc
tion is directly proportional to the drop size and is given by equation (2).

(1) T1".2 applicotion of' WQtar spr83 c.t roan te~rature to burning kezoafne '.
can bring about extillction by coolillg the burrring kerosine if the flow rate
of spray is above a certam critical value. This critical value decreases
as the drop size of the spray decreases.

(2) Below this oritical valuq of the flOl'l rate, steady temperature oondi
tions may become established with' a temperature near the liquid surface above
tho fire podrrh,

'"
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(3) There is little difference in the steady temperature produced near
the surface of an 11 em. and 30 em. di=eter kerosine fire by sprays of the
same drop size and flow rate. There is also little difference in the critical
rate for the two fires.

(S) For a given flaw rate of spray the steady temperature near the surface
deer-oases with decrease i." drop size, but does not depend markedly on the
velocity of the drops.

"

, )..,-

(4)
a gaven
intense

When intense splashing is developed the flow rate required
steady temperature near the surface is higher than if there
splashing.

to produce
is no

•

.~

Insufficient is known about the properties of fires to allow a quantita
tive interPretation of the data obtained. Moat of the above results however
can be accounted for qualitatively.

Occ~-re~e of ateady' tempe~att~e Q.

The occurrence of a steady co:u.dition when the flow rate of water spray'
is beLow a certain v a'Iue may be ascribed to a balance of heat entering and.
leaving the burn.ing liqd.d. This b a'Lance is illustrated qualitatively in
Fig~'"e 8. Curve (i) r8?resents the heat transfer (H) from the flw:nes to
the surface of the liq'xul, as a function of the temperature at this sur:Cace.
A':l exp'Lanabf.on 0:' tha s hape given to this curve will be given below but it,
will 'be acen ,~!.:",t 1,0 stre'~ches between the fire point and the steady burn
ir~ ternp"ril'~uJ:'''" C'<L""Ve (ii) represents that part (Hs) of the total he af (H),
which would normal];;r be used in increasing the sensible heat of the burning
liquid phase. The rest of H is used to provide t113 latent heat of vaporis
atiO,;1 at the surface (Ha) and to ba'Lance the sensible heat (lib) carried away
frO!'J. the J.iquid phase by the liquid vaporising at the surface. The total
Ha + Hb is represented by curve (iii). If water SI'ray of given properties
at a ce:rtain tew.perature lower than that of the sur-f'ace reaches the suz-race ,
t;1en heat will be abstraoted from the liquid at a rate which increases With
the floYI rate and the differenoe in temperature between the water and tl'ia
liquid s=f.'aoe. This cooling actd.on 0:C the spray has been represented in
Figure 8 by the cooling 01 to C5 which represent the rate of heat abstraction
from the liquid at a number 0:C flow rates, ancreasang from curves 01 to OS.
At cer'.ain sur:Cace ten~eratures Q1 - QS curves 01 - OS intersect curve (ii).
At these temperatures the rate 0:C heat loss :Cram the liquid to the spray
will equal the net heat gain from the f'Lamea, and steady conditions will
result. Figure 8 shows a decrease of the steady state temperature as the
flow rate of s~~ay is'inoreased and also the occurrence 0:C a critical rate
(With curve 05) Which is capable 0:C removing heaf from the liquid at all the
rates Hs, represented by curve (ti). '

Figure 8 shows that the relative proportion 0:C Hs to H varies :Crom 0
'at the steady burning temperature to aJ.most un:ity at the f'Lre point. The
reason i.'l. that with most liquids, the sensible heat in the liquid reaches
a constant value when the surf'ace is' at the steady burning temperature and
all the heat which reaches the liquid sur-f'ace is used in these conditions to
provide latent heat 0:C vaporisation at the sur:Cace (Ha) and to balance the
sensible heat carried away from the liquid phase by the vaporising liquid (Hb).
However, as the temperature at the sur-f'ace is reduced the amount 0:C ,vaporis
ation which takes place at the sur-f'ace is also reduced and a correspondingly
larger :Craction of heat is used to increase the sensible heat 0:C the liquid
phase. At the fire point the. temperature of the liquid surface is at its
lowest value :Cor'maintaining a :Cire and the value of HA + l!B under these
conditions is a mini.Jnum.

Effect 0:C size of fire on Q. A change in the dimension o:Cthe :Cire brings
about a change in the heat trans:Cer conditions rr-om the f'Lames to the surface.
This heat trans:Cer is due to both radiation and. convection. Under conditions '
appr-oachang steady burning without spray, the f'Lame s of a kerosine nre
burning in a tank are large but separated rz-om the liquid surface by a thick:
va:pour zone,: and radiat~on cm: a?count almost entirely f'or- the heat trans:Cer
(3). An e stdmate of' tIns radiatJ.on for the two :Cires A and B obtained from
the me,:"su:e~ rates of blL"'I1ing and the rate 0:C heating of the liqUid 20 minutes
after ~gn~t~on, Was 0.20 and 0.30 cal, cm- 2Sec-1 respeotively· the radiation
from :Cire B Was larger because 0:C the larger flame. However: when the liquid
temperature is near the nre point the f'Larnes are small and close to the,
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surface. .and,.th.e heat transf'er is by convection. An estimate of' the heat
transf'er under these conditions may be obtained f'rom the results of certain
experiments carried out by D. B. Spalding who passed kerosine at various
rates over the surface of burners and meaourcd. the heat carried away by the
kerosine and the rate of burning (5). From t:iEl data given it was estimated
that ;junt prior to extinction the heat transferred to the surface was 0.64
and 0.66 cal cm-2s ec-1 for a spherical and vertical burner respeotively.
If it is assumed that the heat transfer under these conditions follows
coz-respcndring formll1ae for natural convection then the effective temperature
of the f'Lame close to the surface may be estimated from these data to be ~.

156000. If it is further assumed that fires A and B used in these tests
may be represented by flat horizontal plates facing upwards then using the
above te;~cre,tuTe and the, appropriate convection formula (6) the convection ~,
to thB :ri:,'es A and B may be calculated to have been 0.25 and 0.19 cal cm-2sec-~'
respedtive];y. Here the heat transfer for fire A is larger as the appropriate
formula contains a - 0.25 power factor for the surface dimension. When the
surface temperature is between the fire point end the steady state burning
temperature there will generally be comparable contributions from both
radiation and convection. It is not possible to state precisely what these
contributions will be but they should take approximately the form shown in
Fig=e 9. Because of an increase in flame height as the surface temperature
increases (see Fig. 6.), the radiation increases as the surface temperature
i:lC~3aSGS in the manner- shewn by CUL"Ves Ra ~"ld Rb, Howevez-, convection .
show:-, as Qt;.."'VeE. Ca ani Cb will decr-ease as the surface temperature increases
because of En ir.orsace L'1 the OU~WIL-..a. flO'll of the vapour, and the development
of a "i;hiclc vapeur' zone , The total heat transfer for fires A, and B Will,
the:refo:-e'j-be' a:pp:::-c:dmai;c~ as inxi.oated by the curves A and B shewn in
Fj,~·.t:-a ~.. I'~ ';'1'j:,i:'t, ':)e m'.ted that tmce curves are quite close together and
thr.:t th0~" ':':.:'C3~ S',; a temperatura not much higher tha.'1. the fire point.

It may be as sumed that the difference between Hs and H will depend only
on the surface temperature and not on the size of the fire. With this
assump't i.on , the curve for HS for the two fires would differ by the same
a'l.:r~a':; us the curves for H. A spray with a g:l"(}ll C(l"ling capacity will
therefore reduce the surface temperature of both fires to approximatelY the
same value. .

.... ~

.-

In the above experiments, although the temperature Q VIas measured. at a
point a little below the surface, it was unlikeJ,y in most experiments to be
more than 2 - 3°C less than the temperature in the surface. The 'above ..
explanation can therefore account for the relatively small effect which the
size of the fire was found to have on El.

Effect of sPlaShin~ on Q. Figure 6 shows that splashing causes an enlarge
ment in the size 0 flames above the liquid for a given temperature near the
liquid .surface. , It was also noticed that the flame was different in that the
small flames bu=ing about the fuel dr-ope were much brighter than the back
ground nama. The, contribution of heat transfer by rad'iation from such a
flame was therefore likely to be considerably greater than from flames in
those fires at' a similar liquid surface temperature in which there was not
intensive splashing. The e,ffect of this splashing would therefore be to
displace the curves (i) and (ii) in Figure 8 upwards because of the extra
radiiiiiion·; and "therefore would result in a larger flow rate of spray being
necessary to reduce the temperature at the surfaoe to a given value.

Effect of spray properties on O. The effect of spray properties such as drop
size and drop velocity is to vary the rate of heat abstraction from the'
liquid; this would alter the slopes of the cooling curves C1 - 05 in Figure
8. For a given temperature of the water at the surface and surface tempera:'"
ture of the liquid, variation in the spray properties can vary the rate of
heat abstraction from the liquid by the water spray by bringing about a change
in two main factors; R1 the rate at which heat is transfeITed from the
surface to the bulk of the oil and R2 ,the nite at which heat is transferred
from the 'bukk of the oil, to the water drops. R1 and R2 may be expected to
be given by equations (3) and (4).

., ..

\ .
~....

(area of burndng surface)
where K =

A =
Qs =

,

R1 = ~. (Qs - em) '.".

R2 = hA1 (em -~) •••
effective conductivity of oil
cross sectional area of oil layer
temperature in surface of oil

..

• ••

...
• ••

...
...
• ••
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Qm = a mean temperature of the oil layer.
h = an overall heat transfer coefficient between the

oil and water drops.
A1 = total surface area of water drops in the oil.
¢In = a mean temperature of the water drops.
L = a length dimension•

Under steady conditions Qm will aSSUIae such a temperatUre that
\, ... ... (5)

. -

....

••

If L con be assumed to be a function only of the depth of the liquid,
then with constant depth the rate of heat abstraction -under steady condit
ions may be determined either by the effective conductivity K or the product
hA1 according to whether ¥ (:5- or» hA1 respectively.

On the basis of available information estimates have been made on tre
w~ the spray properties affect K and hJ~, (see appendix). These estimates
are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2

Effect of spray properties on factors cOntrolling abstraction of heat
from oil by ~ater sprays

Factor Exponent Exponent of EXJlonent of
with drop drop velocity now rate

size in oil of water spray
to unit area of

(o) (V) oil
(m)

Effective
conductivitY

D+1 y+2/3
1

(K) m+'3

.
Heat transfer

faotor
D-(1';'to 2) V-(tto 1)(hA1 ) m+1

It may be assumed that, unless intense splashing is developed, a given
equilibrium temperature Q obtained near the surface of the liquid, corresponds
to a given amount of heat 4HsA)G' Which is transferred down into the liquid
and is abstracted by water spray from the burning 1iquidj in particular, if
a change in the properties of the spray does not change Q, then it does not
change (HsA) fl. It was found that for a given drop .size~and flow rate of
spray, g did&not depend an the initial velocity of the drops at the surface.
lLlthough the information in Table 2 refers to the velocity at a given point
within the oil rather than at the liquid sUrface, this finding is concordant
with the prediction in Table 2 that the rate of heat abstraction should vary
between some power of V between (-1 and + 2/3), according to whether hA1 or
K is the controlling factor. Similar:J.y, it 'was found that to obtain a given
value of Q the flow rate had to be increased by approximately the 0 - 1 power
of the drop size, i.e•. for a given rate of heat abstraction rno0-1 was
constant. From Table 2 it may be deduced that to obtain a given rate of
heat abstraction if K is the controlling fact~r, mD3 should be constant, but
if hi\. is the controlling factor, mD-(1., to 2) should be constant; the
experimental relationship between m and D lies between the two predicted
theoretical relationships•.

Practical Implications•

A nwnber of approximations have been made in the above analysis, and for
this reason it can be expected to give only a broad interpretation of the
observed. phenomena.
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However, if the anaJ,ysis is accepted a number of consequences follo'l. E'or
a given spr~ the critical rate for extinction by cooling the surfaoe will
depend mainJ,y on two factors" the ab~Olption of heat from the flames by the .'.-
liquid and the difference in temperature between the spray and the liquid.
The maximum heat absorption is likely to take place at a temperature slightJJr
above the fire point; under these conditions a large fraction of the heat
transfer is due to convection. An increase 'in the rire point of the burrring
liquid will have the effect of moving the' who'Ie of the curves (i') and (ii)
in Figuro 8 bod.ily to tr...e right without hnving very much effect on the ti
positio.!1 of the curve s 01 i~o 05. Au a :~:e~illl V the critical flow rate will
decrease. The impositio;1 of a Wi.:l\J. v/ill have the efi'8C'~ of increasing the
heat transfer from the f'Lame s to tt8 liquid ne ar the fire point; this should ~.i

bring about an increase in the critical rn:te of flow. A wind woul.d also
r-educe radiation from the f'Lames by r-educing the size of the flames above
the fire; t:ds effec't, hoy/over, is un'lLkeIy to be important unless the spray
in such 85 to cause a 'large splashed oil f'Lome in the absence of wind. An
il,fJ:-easc in ~:~ZE: of t:18 fire is un'l ike'ly to have much effect since t.~e reduc
tion of heat '~ransfcr by convection wou.ld tend to be balanced by the increase
in heat transfer due to radiation.

;.t flow rates sli.ghtly greater than the critical flow rate it woul.d be
expected that the extinction times would be long. In none of the tests
described in t~is report in Which ext inct.Lon was obtiaaned by cooling was the
extinotim time leas thDJ1 four minutes. Rev/ever, if t he flow rate is
increased to values considerably greater thaJi the critical flovi rate, then
a corresponding de~rease ,in extinction time would be expected. This aspect
of extinction has been discussed in greater detail els~where.
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Effect of spray ,Properties on K and hA1.
Effective conductivity K.

.., ..

\ .;.

r

'"':: .(1 )......

For practical purposes, the spray drop size is of the oz-der 0.3 to
2.0 mm and the drops approach the oil "lith 0. velocity of 500 - 1000 em/sec.
This velocity is so high that the drops in the oil are initially well within
'the rang~ of the turbulent Law of fricticn;.al resistance.

'ill - d V = - o- ~" 1.9.. V l t- 9 (I .'.re '
d z, - olt 1))W fw

where V :: .dr-op velocity Po :: oil density, pw = water density·
g = acceleration due to gravity.

During most of.the deceleration the second factor on the right hand side
. of equation CooJ is small. compared with the first and may be neglected•.

i.lso ' within the range of the t urbul.errt law of resis t.ance , the resistance
of tile oil' may be considered as being due entirely to form drag, so that in
deceloration, the' energy in the drop is given to the oil as kinetic energy
rather thnn as heat. A motion of the oil is therefore established which
probably takes the form of eddies' arising from the impact and deceleration
of each drop. ' This motion gives rise to an eddy conductivity of the oil
Kc which can increase enormously the total effective conductivity. '

.....
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The energy Ew of the spray drops within unit volume of oil is propoI'""
tional to the product of the mass of drops within unit volume and too square
of the velocity of the drops.·

Ew cJ...I!l • V2. c,(, 'Yn.. \i
V

where Co /0 are the specific heat and density of the oil and 1 and u are
respectively the mixing length and velocity of the eddies. The velocity u
is such, ·that the rate at which ene~1p" i~ imparted to the uni.t vo~ume of o~l

by the retar'"~ing water ['pray drop~C.:-;~) J.U 0'l'-!o.l to tao r"iJe ntTIhwh the
eddies are dissipated as heat by friSfiion within unit volume of oil ~~•

•
•.

, )-.

(since the mass of drops per u:.'1it volume is equal to the flow rate of drops
per unit ares (III) divided by the drop velocity.)

M.!Y ~~Y.1 'l'Y\ ol \~ • • • • •• ••• (4)- -• oLt d- olt
(1) dV rv 2

From equation proportional to V
dt n

oLl.t!
'm *2- ... ... ... (5)

• . rv
cit

The rate of dissipation of turbulent eddies has been given by Prandtl (9).

J..lo d.
:, (6)fo u., .. . ••• .....

cit T
-. Equating (5) and (6) gives..

i..2 fo 3
/YYi o-; U-

n t ... ... ••• (7)

I.l.. a.. .'>'Y\ t v~ i-1 D--5.
Substituting for u in equation 2 gives

'ffi1 \It t 4s ~1

K a\, D ••• ... ... (8)

Since the eddies are formed from moving drops it would be expected from
dimensional consddcra'cdons that the mixing length 1 would be proportional to

. the drop size D. Makir,g this subs1:itution .in equation 8 gives:

... •••

An appropriate estimate of the order- of the value of K may be. obtained
from the information on the rate of he af abstraction given in Fig. 8 and the
tempeTature drop across the whole oil thickness given in Fig. 5. This
estimate shows that K would be of the order of 0.1 e.G.s. units compared with
a mole.cular conductivity of about 3 x 10-4 1.U!Iits. This suggests that tho
eddy conductivity.Ke given above may be equated to the effective conductivity K.

,.,.
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. McDowell and Myers have' shown (10) that when wutGr drops fall tlu:ough
oil the predominant resistance to heat tr<.msf"er is the resistrl.llce of the
film outside the drops. Under these conditions it might be expected that
a relatidriship given in equation (10) similar to that fou.nd for the evapor
ation of water drops in air (D) or the heating of steel spheres in a fluid
("I-I) would con trol the heat..transfer from oil to drop. . •

(10)• ••......
Where Nu = Nussclt No. =~

k
~1d C and C1 arc const~~ts which mny be a ~~ction of the

Prandtl Nunibor.
,

Re = Reynolds No, = va f
)k

On the basis of equat i on (1) it may be shown (11). that the product 111\.1 "Wi]J..
vary With the spray properties in the manner' shown in equation (2).

H = mV-(t to 1) D-(1t to 2).

ir

~-,- ..

"

r
} ~ .... '

.' .'
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